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B•HOSPITALITY

CAMBRIDGE HOTEL AND CONFERENCE CENTRE
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM ATTENDANT

Our goal is simple – to exceed expectations! Our entire team is dedicated to this vision from the initial

inquiry to our Guest’s departure. We truly believe each guest’s experience should be

amazing…memorable…fabulous and then some!!!!

Your goal should be simple too...exceed expectations in all you do! Are you that person that loves to

clean and gets pure joy when the job is done? Do you have an all-in attitude and don’t mind rolling up

your sleeves? Then this is the role for you. We are looking for the next Super Star to join our team of

Room Attendants who are true professionals. You will start each day with the commitment of ensuring the

best experience for our Guests.

THE ROLE:
This is a full-time position that will require flexibility in your schedule and include working weekends and
statutory holidays, we simply do not close. The role includes:

 Providing warm, welcoming and amazing service to our Guests
 Bringing your sharp hawk eyes each and every day and being committed to our Hotel Standards
 Clean bathtub, toilet, sink, walls, mirrors, tiles, counters, and floor surfaces using cloths, mops,

sponges, brushes, and/or cleaning agents by extending arms over head, bending and stooping.
 Adhere to cleaning procedures and instructions for use of cleaning agents
 Strip and make beds, changing bed linens, which may require lifting bedspreads weighing a

maximum of 50 lbs
 Dust all furniture, pictures, drawers, window ledges, and shelves thoroughly
 Push and pull vacuum throughout entire room and empty trash
 Replenish amenities, linens, and supplies in guest room
 Sign for room keys, retrieve, push to assigned rooms and restock heavy cart. Visually inspect room

for cleanliness and appearance and signify completion for room

SUPERSTAR STATUS:
We will be looking for a team player that is:

 Detail oriented and has a LOVE for cleaning!!
 Is an effective communicator and isn’t shy to chat
 Not afraid of hard work
 Has worked in a cleaning role prior or is ready, willing and able to learn a new job

TO APPLY:
Please submit your resume to our Human Resources Department:
Email: hr@cambridgehotel.ca
Mail: 700 Hespeler Road
Cambridge, ON N3H 5L8


